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June 2019 saw the publication of my book Bird
Therapy through the crowdfunding publisher
Unbound. This happened after countless
rejections from publishers across the United
Kingdom and me almost giving up on the four
years it took to write it. My dream was salvaged
by a lovely editor, who showed faith in me to
produce something that might help other
people. It was then facilitated by the generosity
of just under 900 friends and strangers who
supported a crowdfund which  made the book a
reality. 
 
Bird Therapy is my memoir, recounting my
struggles with poor mental health, suicidal
ideation, addiction and debt – but also how an
unlikely hobby helped to restore my mind and
help me onto a path of recovery. It is also a
project - researching what it is about
birdwatching that helps me and so many others,
to manage their wellbeing; and perhaps, how
any immersive hobby can support this. I explore
a wide range of themes, which all feature in this
pack – but why a teaching pack at all?
 
I’m a qualified SENCO and have been teaching in
alternative education provisions for the last five
years, after coming from a background in the
care and youth sectors; and my career has been
built on engaging with hard-to-reach groups.
I’ve always loved developing teaching resources
and I taught PSHE for three years, so ultimately,
it made sense for me to create something based
on the foundations of my Bird Therapy work.
  

.
 

The National Curriculum states that ‘all schools
should teach PSHE, drawing on good practice’
and further to this, in July 2018 the government
announced that from September 2020 it will be
compulsory for all schools to teach health
education. As part of this, schools will be
expected to deliver content that will ‘support
the development of qualities such as confidence,
resilience, self-respect and self-control' as
outlined in the new OFSTED inspection
framework which came into effect in September
2019.
 
This new framework includes scrutiny of pupil’s
personal development and will now also be
evaluating education providers’ work and
curriculum to ensure that they support learners
to 'develop their character.' Furthermore, the
PSHE association divides the subject into 3 key
themes: health and wellbeing, relationships and
living in the wider world. Teaching about mental
health (causes, symptoms and strategies) is a
core element of their guidance for KS3 and 4
PSHE; and this is why I’ve produced this
teaching pack. I hope you find the activities
interesting and engaging. 

Joe Harkness
Bird Therapy

B a c k g r o u n d



.
  

U s i n g  t h i s
r e s o u r c e

ICT - Information & Communication Technology - Laptops, PC's
IWB - Interactive Whiteboard
WB - Whiteboard
WRE - Writing & Recording Equipment - Paper. pens, pencils

My original aim was to produce a teaching resource that led to some form of accreditation,
but unfortunately, I was unaware of the cost that would be involved in making this happen-
both to set up and then to maintain on an annual basis. It's such a shame that no-one could
support that to happen, but anyway. Once I had established this was unfeasible, I decided
that this resource should be formatted in a way that makes it self-contained. What this
means in practice is that this resource can be picked up and used as it is, and other than
'generic' resources, everything you will need to facilitate the activities in this pack is included
within these 40 pages. 

The core of the pack is this PDF. It features 13 activity sheets - one for each chapter of Bird
Therapy - and all accompanying paper resources for printing. At the top of each page is the
chapter title and its accompanying illustration from my book. Below these are the title of the
activities along with a brief thematic description. Next is a list of what you will need to
facilitate the activities and this may contain some commonly used teacher planning acronyms
(see below). This list will be followed by bullet-pointed instructions on how to lead the
activities and within these points are resources highlighted in bold, which you will find at the
end of the resource from page 18 onward, in the order they appear in the resource. 
 
Acronyms used:

Special thanks to Jo Brown (Bernoid) and the FSC for their contributions to this resource.



A  b u z z a r d ,  a
b r e a k d o w n  a n d

t h e  b r o a d s

Reflections on wellbeing 
An indoor session with a mental health focus

You will need: Extract 1, extract 2, the ‘me on a good and bad day’
templates, ICT connected to IWB or projector and WB or flipchart.

At the start of any session or activity from this resource, especially
as a one-off, I recommend watching the video found at:
https://youtu.be/iXOnw1oJmkU -  in which I introduce my ideas
and book.

Read Extract 1. Teacher discretion is advisable as it raises an
emotionally challenging topic in suicide. Reading can be done as a
whole group or independent reading activity. Encourage a few
moments to reflect after reading.

These paragraphs are the opening words of Bird Therapy, which we
know from the video is about mental health. Facilitate a group
discussion on all the types of mental health condition you can think
of. Record this in any format you wish.

Read Extract 2 where I talk about what my anxiety feels like. We all
have good and bad days – use the ‘me on a good and bad day’
templates to depict what you look like on a good and a bad day.

Using IWB, WB or flipchart, as a group, work through from A-Z and
create a ‘mental health alphabet’. Ensure use of Q&A to stretch
answers and generate further discussions.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXOnw1oJmkU


A  s u r v e y ,  a
d e f i n i t i o n  a n d

t h e  f i v e  w a y s  t o
w e l l - b i r d i n g

What is self-care?
An indoor session with a mental health focus

You will need: IWB, WB or flipchart; and ICT access would be
useful.

Write ‘self-care’ on IWB, WB or flipchart and ask the group to
guess what they think it means?  

I discovered birdwatching as my main strategy for self-care.
What other methods could we use as forms of self-care? Each
person to select one thing that they do to look after themselves
or reduce stresses – their own self-care strategy. Collate these
together as a group.

Using the strategy from this activity, each person takes
responsibility for an A4 page in a group booklet of self-care
strategies. Their page must name the strategy, feature a visual
representation of it and state its benefits. This works best as an
independent ICT-based activity.

      

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXOnw1oJmkU


Head outside!

Key point: There are many colours in nature and we often
overlook this without truly taking them in.      

Either individually, in pairs or in small groups, take the paint
swatches sheet and find either an object or something visual
that matches each colour (these can be noted down or if
resources are available, photographed).

Widen your perspective away from just visuals and colours.
What do your other senses experience when you’re outside? 

Divide a piece of paper into four sections and record your
sensory observations - What can you see? What can you hear?
Can you smell anything? Close your eyes – how do you feel? 

  

A  d u n n o c k ,  a  P a l l a s ’ s
w a r b l e r  a n d  a  m u l t i t u d e

o f  p a t t e r n s

Colours & senses 
A pair of outdoor activities with a nature focus

You will need: Access to an outdoor space, the paint swatches
sheet, photographic equipment (camera, smartphone) if
available and the sensory sheet.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXOnw1oJmkU


A  P i p i t ,  a
w o o d l a r k  a n d  a n

e v e n i n g  c o n c e r t o

The poetry of birds 
An indoor session with English and history elements

You will need: IWB or a projector with audio, Woodlark extract,
Skylark extract and WRE.

In advance, visit https://www.xeno-canto.org/ and prepare
an example of your choice of the following four bird's songs:
Dunnock, Robin, Blackbird and Woodlark. 

Listen as a group and make notes, numbered 1-4 of adjectives
to describe each sound; then discuss as a group.  Read the
short extract Woodlark for some inspiration before the next
task

Choose one of the 4 birds (Dunnock, Robin, Blackbird,
Woodlark) and make an acrostic poem encapsulating their
birdsong; using descriptive/emotive language.

Read the short extract Skylark. Listen to the song again and
imagine that you are a young person serving on the frontline
and write a letter home that depicts the horror of the
battlefield but also the wonder of the skylark song.

     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXOnw1oJmkU


A  B i t t e r n ,  t h e
b i n o c u l a r

c o d e  a n d  t h e
a r t  o f  f i n d i n g

r a r i t i e s

Natural connections
Two indoor and one outdoor activity on biodiversity

You will need: The biomes worksheet, extracts 3,4 and 5, the
book location maps, WRE and ICT access.

Start with the biomes worksheet to gauge existing knowledge
of biodiversity. This is best set as a timed activity and then
discussed as a group.

Read extracts 3, 4 & 5 which introduce the ideas of restorative
environments and interconnected habitats. Using the book
location maps, in small groups or pairs, note down all the
habitats you can see and consider how they may be connected.
Then try and guess what species you may find there.

Head outside! Either in your own grounds or a predetermined
local site. Explore, record and analyse the range of habitats
present and how they are interconnected.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXOnw1oJmkU


A n  e g r e t ,  a  k i n g f i s h e r  a n d
r e m e m b e r i n g  t o  f e e d  t h e

b i r d s

Counting birds
A pair of outdoor activities with a nature focus

You will need: Access to an outdoor space, the school ground
birds sheet and WRE.

Head outside! Try and pick somewhere with a range of habitats
as discussed in the previous activity.

Use the school ground birds sheet and set a time period to spot
as many of the birds as possible, I suggest 15-20 minutes. You
could also record the amount of each species seen. It can be
interesting to undertake this activity once in each season and
then compare the results.

Discuss the findings as a group. What was the most common
bird? Did any birds favour a particular habitat? If you recorded
the amount of each species of bird, this can easily be developed
into a simple maths activity - producing bar graphs or pie
charts, for example.

This activity can also be facilitated in conjunction with both
colours and senses and natural connections. You can also
extend it further by signing your school up for the RSPB Big
Schools' Birdwatch which takes place every January.

     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXOnw1oJmkU


A  l o c a l  p a t c h ,
t w o  d i v i n g

d u c k s  a n d  a
m o u n t a i n
b l a c k b i r d

Read extract 6 where I talk about my special place I go to when
I'm not coping. Do you have anywhere you go when you feel like
this? Why do you think you go there? 

Take or find a photo of your special place that you can access on
a computer. This can be set in advance as a preparatory task.

Decide on a format and create a page, sharing your special
place. Examples of mine are provided on the favorite places
sheet. These can also form a nice display!

On post-it notes, write down the ways that you respond to
difficult situations (eg. panic, sweat, run away) and then as a
whole group stick these onto a larger sheet of paper. Discuss
and reflect on how we all respond differently and add anymore
that you think of.

     

       

Our own patches
An indoor activity reflecting on our special places

You will need: Extract 6, Favourite Places sheet, ICT access,
photographic equipment (camera, smartphone) if available, 
 post-it notes and a large sheet of paper.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXOnw1oJmkU


A  s e a - d u c k
f l o t i l l a ,  f l o c k
u n i t y  a n d  t h e
m a r c h  o f  t h e
f i e l d f a r e

Read extract 7 - a description of Seasonal Affective Disorder. 

Discussion - had you heard of this before? Was it mentioned in
activity 1? Why might winter be harder for different people?
What can we do to help? This may organically lead to or
produce a piece of work, such as a mind map.

Now for a bit of fun. I write about lots of different ducks in this
book chapter, so either indoors on your duck template or
outdoors, using natural materials, it’s time to DESIGN-A-DUCK!
Artistic licence means a free rein on this activity – it’s YOUR
duck! 

Doldrums and Ducks 
A reflective indoor and then a fun outdoor or indoor, activity. 

You will need: Extract 7, the duck template and possibly access
to an outdoor space. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXOnw1oJmkU


H i r u n d i n e
f l o c k s ,  s p r i n g

p a s s a g e  a n d
t h e  w a r b l e r

d i a r i e s

Sonic sit-space 
An seasonal outdoor activity focused on listening

You will need: Access to an outdoor space, WRE and the sonar
map sheet.

Head outside! This activity is best undertaken in March/April
on a bright day, with minimal wind. That way, there will be
birds singing.

Find somewhere comfortable to sit-down – this is your sit-
space.

When you’re ready, close your eyes and listen to the sounds
around you. Try to appreciate each individual sound as a
passing moment. This is called mindful listening.

Open your eyes and make notes on what you can hear. Which
sound is the closest? And the most distant? Use the sonar map
sheet to map all the sounds you can hear, according to their
proximity.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXOnw1oJmkU


Haiku hailstorm
An flexible activity focused on absorbing your surroundings

You will need: Access to an outdoor space, the Haiku rules and
examples sheet and WRE. 

This activity can be undertaken either indoors or outside,
although it is best facilitated outdoors. 

First, read the Haiku rules and examples sheet and then head
outside with WRE. Find somewhere secluded to sit and spend 5
minutes or so attuning to your surroundings.

The aim of this activity is to produce a haiku, based on the
natural elements of the place you are in, especially the
weather; following the haiku conventions on the rules sheet.

Move to a different spot and complete the task again - it can be
interesting to do this inside. Try closing your eyes and using
your senses, like in colours and senses. 

T h e  g o l d c r e s t
c r e s c e n d o ,

w i n d - f l a t t e n e d
r e e d s  a n d  s i x t y

p i e d  f l y c a t c h e r s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXOnw1oJmkU


An active mind
An indoor S&L activity on keeping an active mind

You will need: The hobby cards, extract 8, ICT access,
WRE and the cryptic bird crossword.

Prior to the lesson, ensure that you have cut out the hobby
cards.

Read extract 8 on keeping the mind active. Facilitate a group
discussion on all the ways that you think you can keep your
mind active. For example: specific hobbies, studying, puzzles
and keeping fit. 

Hand out the hobby cards randomly and allow 15 minutes to
research the hobby that is given. Use this research to produce a
1 minute persuasive speech on why your hobby is the best.

As an extension and a bit of fun, have a go at my cryptic bird
crossword. It's tough!

R u n n i n g  w i t h
n a t u r e ,  s e a -

s m o o t h e d
s h i n g l e  a n d  a
m i r a c l e  c u r e

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXOnw1oJmkU


Start by completing the who am I? sheet, which encourages
reflection on personal attributes. Next, move on to and
complete the significant events sheet. Be sure to have a secure
overview of who you are working with, as this can be quite an
emotive task.

Using both of the above activities, create a 'life map' of your life
journey so far and the direction you would like your life to go in
the future. I've seen this represented in some creative ways,
such as: a winding road, a ladder and an evolutionary chain. This
can be done by hand or on ICT.

I recommend keeping a 'gratitude journal' as an excellent way of
keeping focused and grounded. Every day, write down one thing
that you are grateful for in a small notepad. You can refer back
when you are struggling and it can be a powerful positive
reminder. 

Life mapping
A set of indoor activities encouraging self-reflection

You will need: The who am I? sheet, the significant events
sheet, WRE, and ICT access. 

B r a m b l e
p a t c h e s ,  a

g a r d e n
w a r b l e r  a n d

l e a r n i n g
t h r o u g h

e x p e r i e n c e

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXOnw1oJmkU


A n  e v o l v i n g
h o b b y ,  a  r e t u r n

t o  t h e  h e a t h
a n d  g o i n g  b a c k

t o  b a s i c s

A sense of place 
An indoor activity exploring human geography

You will need: Extract 9 and the sense of place table

Question and discuss: what do you think sense of place means?
What elements make up the human geography of a place? Finish
by reading extract 9 which gives an outline of what a sense of
place is.

Start by thinking about your school/facility and reflecting on 4
specific elements of place (ecological, economical, cultural and
social). Use the sense of place table to record observations and
ideas, within these areas, that create its identity.

Now do the same but for your wider community.

This can be extended by encouraging reflection on what sense
of place means to different generations. What might connect
older people to a place in a different way to younger people? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXOnw1oJmkU


Extract 1

2013. The bedsheet was twisted as tight as I could physically
wrench it and tied off tightly on to one of the beams above. In the
absence of any rope, or rationality, it would have to do. Standing

astride the hollow loft hatch, I looked through the small black void
into the hallway below, but could hardly see anything. Life

presented itself in silhouettes, formless shapes viewed through
tear-burned eyes. I no longer wanted to be here anymore. I no

longer wanted to be anywhere. It wasn’t the first time I’d been in
this place, but every time, I wanted it to be the last.

I yanked the makeshift noose to check its tightness and started to
place it around my neck; it felt soft and warm where I’d twisted it,
in contrast to the stony coldness in my mind. The serene silence

was broken by a door opening, frightened shouting and footsteps,
running up the stairs. An interruption – how untimely – stern and
caring words, urging me to stop. I was talked down, quite literally,
and pleaded with to consider the wider implications of my actions

upon other people – but I couldn’t. It was evident that I needed
help, but I continued to do all I could to avoid getting any.



Extract 2

With this in mind, it’s ridiculously difficult to describe what it’s like to
live with chronic anxiety to anyone who hasn’t been exposed to it
themselves in some way. The point is, it may be my experience of
anxiety, but it’s unlikely to be the same as anyone else’s. It may be

similar, we may share traits and symptoms, but as we’re so often told,
we’re all ‘wired differently’. Anyway, I’ll give it a go. My own anxiety
manifests in a constant, nagging feeling that I’ve done something
wrong or am about to do so. To me, badness and wrongness are

disastrous; I need  everything to be safe and controlled. I constantly
worry about every action, decision, word or behaviour that I

undertake, leading me to plan and organise everything that I can – in
minute detail. 

Invariably, I then start to dwell on this feeling and what may have
caused it and so begins a cycle of negative thinking. I worry intensely

about what other people think of me; I’m persistently paranoid and will
repeat events and conversations over and over in my mind, convinced
that I’ve said or done something bad. This leaves me feeling constantly

on edge and hyper-aware of how I interact with people, having a
knock-on effect on my concentration and enjoyment of life in general

– bang goes the positivity!

 I sweat, I shake, I fret and I ache, but time has enabled me to learn
what the warning signs are and calm myself enough to function; for
example, in a supermarket or other public place. I thought I could

mask the anxiety with alcohol or drugs, but this was a figment of my
past and not my present. Anxiety follows me everywhere and
sometimes it gets so intense that it hurts my head, gives me a

headache and keeps me awake at night. 



Me on a good day



Me on a bad day



Book location maps 



Paint Swatch Sheet



Woodlark
It flew upwards until it was nothing but a distant dot. Then I heard it – no, I felt it.

Filling my ears and mind and smothering the heath in wondrous song. The first
time you hear a woodlark sing is a magical moment and one that’s never forgotten.
It’s a difficult song to describe: melancholic yet vitalising, a descending staccato of

piped notes that lift and swirl in a flurry of sweet melody. I was awestruck by its
beauty and clarity; it was the loveliest birdsong I’d ever heard. It saturated me with

joy and I left the heath a hundred times happier.

How I love the song of the skylark.

 I remember walking out on to the heath on a bright April day. Through the
wooden entrance gate, the path meanders until you’re stood at an elevated
vantage point. Here lies an expansive view of a somewhat alien landscape.
Pockmarked and sand-scarred, the gorse contrasts starkly with the sky.

Here – looking out across this rolling vista – is where they started. One by
one they took flight: one, two, three and then eventually eight skylarks had
taken to the air, demanding my attention as they defended their pockets of
heath. Each trying to oust their neighbour as the top musician, their songs

seemed to melt into a tumultuous wave, like Shelley wrote: ‘singing still dost
soar and soaring ever singest.’ 

William Wordsworth described the skylark as an ‘ethereal minstrel’, showing
that their song has clearly been an inspiration to many people throughout
history. This led me to an article entitled ‘Britain’s Sonic Therapy’ which

further discussed the symbolism of skylarks in the First World War trenches.
As I had studied at school, it stated that many letters home from the

frontline described the solace and comfort found through birds and their
songs, stating that the skylark and its cascading, energetic trilling stood for

escape and for the fields of home.

Skylark



Biomes Worksheet



Extracts 3, 4 & 5

My search began with the unfurling of an Ordnance Survey map. The crackle of pleated
sheets and the scent of knowledge flooded over me. As did the mesmerising sight of a

vast miniature world settling on the living-room carpet, with its graceful grid squares of
order and logic. Maps have been a lifelong fascination of mine and there’s an intrinsic

magic about the curves and contours of your local area condensed into a two-
dimensional illustration. I thought of our nationally heralded wildlife reserves, which all
feature an abundance of habitats interwoven into webs of sustenance. My patch needed

habitats and preferably as many as possible, for surely this would bring me the most
variety of bird species? Whilst scanning the map, a nearby lake leaped out at me – just a

blue-washed, stomach-shaped blot on the map paper. It seemed to be part of a hall
park, with its north-east edge annexed by a vast area of woodland. It sat just spitting

distance from my familiar heathlands and possible amalgamations occurred in my mind.
A patch was starting to form

I refer back to Dr William Bird’s report, ‘Natural Thinking’, and specifically to
where he wrote about the idea of  ‘restorative environments’.. These are the places

that are the most likely to help restore those who are fatigued from stress. He
discusses the specific environmental features yielding these restorative qualities
and there was an obvious correlation between these features and my patch. His
list of restorative features reads as: ‘verdant plants, calm or slow-moving water,

spatial openness, parklike or savannah-like properties, unthreatening wildlife and
sense of security

My old patch contained three individual wildlife sites: one that was small and
circular in route, and two that were interconnected and sprawling. Their

openness gave me those savannah-like qualities and the mental spatial openness
I mentioned. Between them they featured myriad habitats: heathland, wildflower
meadow, valley mire, mixed woodland, several waterbodies and masses of dense
scrub. I realised that all the criteria that make an environment restorative to me
interweave and cross over each other to create one overarching criterion. That a

restorative environment requires a convergence of habitats and
microenvironments. 



Book location maps 





Extract 6

Inside the car, my head and heart were pounding. Whathad I done? Surely
this was going to cost me my job, and potentially my career. As with all

situations like this, my default is to go to the extreme, and I started thinking
about the wider implications. This stoked my anxiety and I began to plan my

escape and, at worst – taking my own life. As I drove, shaking, I decided that I
needed to be somewhere outdoors, on my own, where I could stop and try to
rationalise my thoughts. All roads were subconsciously leading to my patch

and specifically the heathland portion of it. I honestly can’t remember driving
there though – everything was working on autopilot.

A recollection – of walking along the dry, dusty path that crosses the top
edge of the heath. Wafting over the dry ground came the sweet coconut

scent of flowering gorse, bathing the ochre ridge with a tropical air.
Reflecting, worrying, overthinking and replaying negative thoughts over and
over. Focus. Breathe. Calm down! Slowly but surely, the soothing effects of
being outdoors were coming – the heath had been a wise choice. Stepping
off the main path on to a more rugged one, it felt more natural and looked
less trodden by the local dog-walkers. Slightly offset from the main arterial

walkways, it weaved in and out of gorse and bramble. This was definitely the
right route to feeling closer to nature.



Favourite Places



Extract 7 - SAD
Winter may be a great time for birdwatching, but it’s not always a great
time for people, and especially those of us who struggle with our mental

health – particularly depression. Even those with little experience of
mental health issues tend to be aware that the symptoms of depression
can worsen during the winter months. These winter blues aren’t just a

notion, they’re a proven phenomenon, recognised as a clinically
diagnosable condition called Seasonal Affective Disorder, or SAD for

short.

My mood is noticeably lower during winter, and when I first sought
medical help with my mental health SAD was discussed and added to
my ‘list’ of issues. This lowering of mood during winter is one of the

most recognisable symptoms of SAD and other depressive symptoms
such as lack of enjoyment, motivation and enthusiasm can also be

apparent. This is believed to be a result of the shortening of daylight
hours, causing a reduction in our exposure to natural sunlight. 

This lack of natural light can affect certain hormone balances in the
brain, which can then impact on our sleep patterns and overall mood.
All the literature, leaflets and self-help guides on SAD give the same
piece of advice. To try and get outdoors as much as possible during

daylight hours and also to engage in low stress, exercise-based
activities.



Duck template



Sonar map sheet



Haiku rules and examples 

17 syllables, over 3 lines, divided 5-7-5
A seasonal reference, called a 'Kigo' in traditional Japanese
Haiku.
Written in the present tense
No rhyming please
In the middle of the Haiku, usually at the end of the second
line is a 'cutting word' called a 'Kireji' in traditional Japanese
Haiku. At this point, there should be a natural pause and a
subject change - a 'twist' if you like.

A Haiku is a short form of imagery-laden poetry which
originated in Japan. They always feature elements found in the
natural world. These are a selection of some of the conventions,
that I would like you to adhere to in your Haiku's please:

Here are 3 of my nature Haiku's for inspiration:

A raucous chorus 
of honks, in formation flight 
Skeins of pink feet

Flecked with tangerine
Icecaps’ melt on frosted steel
Summer’s silver spark

Pale as moonlight, the
Leader of the flotilla 
Glides along the ride



Extract 8 
The part of the brain that deals with memory is called the

hippocampus, and it’s one of the first areas damaged by Alzheimer’s
disease. An NHS article, simply titled ‘Keep your brain active’,

featured an Australian study into whether keeping your mind active
can help to prevent agerelated shrinking of the hippocampus. Whilst

the study was small and the results perhaps not fully conclusive, it
did find that a ‘high level of complex mental activity’ throughout life,

akin to ‘lifelong learning’, could be linked to a lower
rate of hippocampal atrophy.

So, learning throughout life can be good for your brain and
engagement in hobbies promotes this, so are hobbies good for you
generally? Research actually suggests that one of the best ways to
keep the mind ‘sharp’ or ‘active’ is to start a new hobby. A study by

Denise C. Park et al. explored whether starting a new hobby, to learn
specific skills over a three-month period, could enhance brain

function in older adults. The hobbies studied were quilting
and digital photography, and evidence was found that productive

engagement in demanding, everyday tasks improves memory
function.



Hobby cards 



Joe's cryptic bird crossword



Who am I?

List as many words as you can that describe the kind of
person you are now?

List as many words as you can that describe the kind of
person you want to be in ten years time?



Significant events



Extract 9
A sense of place, in anthropological terms, is defined as the ‘symbolic

relationship formed by people, giving culturally shared emotional/affective
meanings to a particular space or piece of land’. This chimes strongly with the

symbolism I had attached to my patch and, in fact, I’d originally named this
chapter ‘patch attachment’ in early drafts. This symbolism grew with the more
hours I spent there, the more species of birds I found, and the more profound

enjoyment I experienced during and after my visits.

A study into sense of place by J. Cross identifies six categories of relationship
that describe the ways people relate and connect to a place. From these six,
two stand out as particularly interesting. The first of these is a commodified

relationship, and this links strongly to the selecting of a location to go
birdwatching. This type of relationship with a place is about choosing and

selecting it based on a list of desirable traits. Perhaps subconsciously these
are the criteria for a restorative environment, the habitats in a particular area

or even its historical bird records.

The second relationship is a spiritual one, one that’s centred on emotions and
feelings, chiefly; a sense of belonging. As the connection with a place grows
and flourishes, alongside this comes a great sense of belonging there and of
being a part of it. This is true of regularly visiting a place and unlocking its

secrets, and welcoming this connection is vital for the promotion of positive
feelings. It’s this spiritual relationship that’s become an integral part of my life.

With every passing moment at my patch – every rustle in the breeze, every
change in how it presents itself to me, every colour, sound, smell and scarce
migrant bird – a new experience is brought to me. The more the connection
grows and the magnetism increases, the more I feel at one with the world –

physically, emotionally, spiritually and mentally. The more I belong.



Sense of place table
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